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EDITOR’S COMMENT

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

The resurrection of MFI
Is it the return of the
prodigal son or a bad
penny as MFI, the former
market leader, makes its
online comeback?
Almost three years to the day since its
collapse, MFI has re-emerged as an online
retailer (see p8). But does the return of what
was for years the country’s largest furniture
retailer, matter any more?
It does in that it is another player and one
that has significant brand recognition. The
$64m question is how much its previous
failure has tarnished the brand, although lots
of marketing will help overcome this.
In its previous existence MFI became a
byword for missing parts, so it seems highly
sensible that the new management is
avoiding the kitchen market. This is both
because it isn’t convinced it can meet the
required service levels, and also buying
something online with so many options as a
kitchen seems a bit of a non-starter.
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The latest figures from Headlam and
Victoria (see p6) show that the independent
flooring retail sector seems to be holding up
better than many might have expected as
the economy continues to crawl along, with a
significant number helped by their buying
group membership (see p34). This is
something the industry expects to carry on
into 2012 (see p26).
This is the 48th issue of Interiors Monthly,
so it’s officially our fourth birthday – how
time has flown by since 2007. Thank you to
readers, advertisers, contributors and
everyone else involved. Something else that
hasn’t stood still is the Interiors Monthly
website. We’ve given it a new look –
including a mobile version – and added
features such as an industry directory of
suppliers.
We’ve also introduced a newsletter of the
week’s main news and latest jobs to keep
you up to date. So if you haven’t already
signed up, visit www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
to make sure you don’t miss out: it only takes
a minute.
Finally, our best wishes to you all for a
peaceful Christmas and a far less peaceful
winter sale.
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Sales lift for flooring duo
Headlam and Victoria Carpets have both enjoyed strong
increases in sales, taking market share from rivals.
As a group Headlam, the country’s largest flooring
distributor, enjoyed a 7.6% increase in UK sales in the 10
months to 31 October, with growth increasing since midsummer and it has maintained that success into November.
Tony Brewer, Headlam chief executive, says gross margins
had slipped since the summer because of changes in
product mix but he expected full-year margins to be on par
with 2010.
‘November’s revenue performance is consistent with the
previous 10 months. Provided planned revenues are
achieved for the remainder of the year, the board is
confident that the group will deliver its internal
performance target for 2011, as revised at the time of the
interim announcement in August,’ he says.
European sales have fallen by 5% – due mainly to
Switzerland – but margins remain ahead of last year.
Meanwhile, Victoria Carpets highlighted its success in the
insurance replacement market and at John Lewis as it
returned to UK profitability.
UK sales climbed 10.8% to £13.82m with growth in
insurance and the department store chain described as
‘strong’ in the six months to 1 October. Sales of its
polypropylene Easicare collection also rose.
After a previous UK pre-tax loss of £530,000, it made a
profit of £160,000 in the period.
Victoria intends to introduce the Victoria Luxury Flooring
range of LVT in early 2012, following its £400,000 purchase
of C&H Distribution in September. It says it has already
recruited staff for the roll-out.
Helped by higher sales and profits in its Australian
operation, group pre-tax profits increased from

Victoria Carpets intends to build on its brand reputation

£560,000 to £1.27m as sales rose 9.8% to £39.02m.
‘The objective remains focused on building Victoria’s
brand reputation and improving the quality of its earnings,’
says Nikki Beckett, chairman.
It plans to continue to invest in its business and during
the remainder of the current financial year significantly
invest in new carpet ranges and the LVT market.
‘We feel confident that alongside our traditional business,
these new product initiatives, allied to anticipated growth in
new market areas, will help the group continue to gain
market share and place Victoria in a commanding position
to exploit any opportunities presented by the market,’ she
adds.

Salesman continued stealing
from store after his dismissal
A flooring salesman has been jailed for
stealing customers’ money even after he
was sacked from his job.
Carlisle Magistrates’ Court was told
that Gary Carruthers, 28, had started
stealing money from the Carlisle branch
of Carpet Ways almost immediately after
getting a job as a salesman.
He admitted three charges of theft
between 4 and 13 July this year, taking
payments of £355, £80 and £60 rather
than putting the money in the till.
But prosecutor Pam Ward told
magistrates the theft continued after he
was dismissed by the four-store chain as
Carruthers continued with home visits to
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a customer and took cash deposits from
him.
She told the court Carruthers was on a
suspended sentence for domestic
violence and had already breached it
once by making off from a taxi without
paying.
William Mark-Bell, defending, said
Carruthers had a history of depression,
which appeared to have been triggered
again because of his father’s threats to
kick him out of the family home.
Magistrates activated the suspended
sentence, saying the latest offence had
been a serious breach of trust and
sentenced him to 18 weeks in prison.

Black Orchid spreads
Online interiors retailer Black Orchid
Interiors is widening its presence with
two House of Fraser concessions.
The first, at the chain’s Manchester
store, covers 388sq ft and opened on
1 December. The second will open in
March at HoF’s Oxford Street, London
branch.
‘House of Fraser Manchester has
always been the shopping destination
for the North and I am thrilled with the
forthcoming collaboration,’ says Sally
Chamley, Black Orchid Interiors founder
and md.
‘As a business, Black Orchid Interiors
has had a fantastic year, exceeding sales
and growth expectations and extending
our portfolio.’
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Help to beat copyists

MFI’s offer will be ‘quality luxury at affordable prices’

MFI relaunched
as an online store
MFI has been relaunched as an online retailer. The former chain began selling a
full range of furniture – excluding kitchens – on 28 November, two days after the
third anniversary of its collapse.
Owner Walker Group, which paid £250,000 for the brand, will pitch its offer
firmly at the middle market, described as: ‘quality luxury at affordable prices’.
The operation is being run by former MFI manager Andrew Store, and the
company has spent the past year sourcing suppliers. Kitchens are not being sold
as it was decided that it could not deliver a suitable level of customer service.
A number of products will be held in stock with delivery of one to eight weeks,
depending on the product.
A spokesman for MFI says Walker Group is confident the latest offering will not
be damaged by the former chain’s reputation. ‘It was a success for a long time
before it went wrong at the end, and if you talk to people a lot of them don’t
even know it went bust. If you start with a new brand, it costs a heck of a lot to
launch. An existing brand, even one that was tarnished at the end, is more cost
effective.’
But Matt Walton, Verdict Research retail analyst, cast doubt on the success of a
relaunched MFI.
‘Walker Group faces a number of challenges in making this relaunch a success.
First, the furniture market is currently very difficult with a more constrained
customer being far more cautious about making big ticket, discretionary
purchases.
‘Selling furniture online has yet to take off as customers remain cautious
about making such large purchases online and the lack of tangibility
discourages shoppers, as many want to gauge its dimensions and feel before
buying.
‘Finally, with many customers losing large amounts of money following its
initial exit in 2008, public perception of the MFI brand will be very poor. The
Walker Group will have to work hard to re-establish its brand image. While the
retailer is able to utilise the infrastructure it has with Victoria Plumb, making this
new venture a success will be very tough,’ he adds.
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Anti-copying group ACID has welcomed
the decision to introduce a new small
claims service at the Patents County
Court to give small businesses easier
access to deal with copyright, patents,
trademarks and design infringement.
Dids Macdonald, ACID ceo, says it is a
significant step forward to support
small businesses in their battle against
copyists but will only work effectively if
the system is user-friendly and free from
bureaucratic and legal process
complications.
‘For the majority of the UK’s 232,000
design community who have less than
four employees and find it cost
prohibitive to pursue legal action this will
be a welcome initiative. We hope it will
act as a deterrent against copying and
provide a boost for growth and
development,’ says Macdonald.

Multiyork reshuffle
Multiyork has reshuffled its management
following the departure of executive
chairman Indira Thambiah.
The upholstery and dining retailer has
promoted Adrian Iles from chief financial
officer to joint-md and brought in Oliver
Spark, former The White Company md, to
the same role. Owner Charles Wade has
become chairman.
Wade says the company will continue
its strategy of focusing on the top end.
Spark will be responsible for products,
marketing and retail functions, while Iles
adds commercial operations, information
technology and human resources to his
role.
Thambiah moved from non-executive
chairman to executive chairman in midNovember 2010.

Smart move for Heal’s
Heal’s is the latest interiors retailer to
target smartphone users with a
transactional mobile website and use of
quick response codes.
‘Mobile will be huge in retail. You just
look at how people use their smartphones
– I can almost run my whole business
from my smartphone,’ says Andrea
Warden, Heal’s ceo. ‘The proportion of
people who access the website via mobile
and iPad is around 12%.’
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Customer credit ratings hit
DFS while Brighthouse grows
The credit ratings of potential customers is holding back
sales growth at DFS, the chain has revealed. Two-thirds of
the 85-store chain’s sales are on credit and Ian Filby, DFS
chief executive, says consumers are looking to trade up.
‘The demand is higher than we’re able to fulfil. Numbers
of customers using interest free credit are holding pretty
steady, but inevitably, our finance houses have to make sure
the people they bring into nought per cent deals are people
with good financial track records. They have to be confident
in terms of a three-to-four year picture,’ he says.
The company says adjusted earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortisation rose by 11.4% to £80m in the
year to 31 July – the first year since Advent International
bought DFS from Lord Kirkham – but sales fell by 2.2% to
£638m.
‘Interestingly, our average order values have been
going up, which suggests that if consumers have
decided to make a significant purchase, they are

looking for quality and longevity,’ adds Filby.
Meanwhile, furniture and electricals chain Brighthouse
saw like for like sales climb by 6.7% in the six months to the
end of September.
Thanks to the opening of 15 branches, increasing the
chain to 245 stores, total sales rose 16.3% to £127m. Profits
before interest, tax and amortisation increased by 22% to
£20.7m.
Brighthouse charges an APR of 29.9% on its products with
customers paying weekly, usually over a three-year period.
Leo McKee, Brighthouse chief executive, says the number
of customers voluntarily returning products before they had
finished paying for them had increased to about 25%.
‘Conditions on the high street have been very
challenging, with much lighter footfall than in previous
years. But this market is hugely underserved,’ he says.
Ten additional branches are planned by next March, with
a long-term plan to have 650 stores.

Taxman is ‘going in with knife’ says Morris
The taxman is making the economy worse by ‘going in with the
knife’ and increasing bad debt, according to Robert Morris,
Morris Furniture Group joint-md.
‘I cannot believe the amount of bad debt we are having. It
seems HMRC is not giving anyone a chance. If you do not pay
VAT or tax it seems HMRC is going in with the knife,’ he told The
Herald newspaper.
‘It’s not just the bad debt, it is the continuing business that
falls as well.’
Morris was commenting on the group’s financial results for
the year ended January, which saw the completion of the
group’s reorganisation including the sale of its office furniture
division. Pre-tax profits rose 6.2% to £550,000 as sales dropped
27.5% to £22.4m.
‘Operationally I am pleased. Quality is good, labour relations
are good – all the things that are difficult to get right. For me,
the most important thing in the business is direction not profit.
I want to make sure we are doing a good job.
‘Volumes are light, margins are light. We will probably start
expanding next year. This year is about the same as last year.’
But Morris was optimistic about the future. ‘We have a lot of
stock. Instead of having to buy a container we can deliver in
four to six weeks on average. The minute the market comes up
and we hear the starting gun, we are in great shape to start
sprinting,’ he says.
A HMRC spokesman defended its actions: ‘There is little
HMRC can do for a business whose viability is dependent on
not paying the UK taxes to which they are liable.
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Relaxateeze is among Morris Furniture Group’s brands

‘HMRC has an outstanding track record in supporting those
who are experiencing genuine difficulty paying their tax debts,
and does not initiate legal proceedings against any business
lightly. HMRC only initiates administration, winding up or
bankruptcy action where it believes this is the best course of
action to protect the interests of the Exchequer.’
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Giving your customers
the power to spend more

Our point of sale finance solutions have been benefiting UK
retailers and their customers since 1982.
Our range of payment options will help your customers spread
the cost of their purchase and increase their buying power.
If you would like to find out how our credit products could
benefit your customers and your business, please contact us
on 0844 375 5501 or email newbusiness@hitachicapital.co.uk
quoting ‘INTERIORSDEC’ to take advantage of our half price
set up fee*

T: 0844 375 5501
E: newbusiness@hitachicapital.co.uk
W: www.hitachicapital.co.uk/retail-finance
*Half price set up fee is £180 including VAT and is available for December 2011 only
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OPINION

Andrew Adamson

I’ve seen the future
and I don’t like it
Whatever happened to ‘was now’?
You may remember the advertisements emblazoned with
‘Was £999 now £499’, but then those nice people at the Office
of Fair Trading made the 28-day rule harder to conform to.
Now each store in a chain must have had the discounted
ranges on display at the higher price. What a waste of good
floorspace. Timing is all important with these things, so now we
have ‘Now £499 will be £999’. Easy!
These offers will, of course, end 28 days before the Big
Exclusive Boxing Day Sales then, hey presto, it will be back to
the old ‘was now’.
No matter what the rules may be there is always a way of
circumnavigating them, rather like some accountants getting
round any new tax laws after each budget.
This is because the rule makers are so far removed from the
real world that they cannot see the gaps they have created.
Perhaps they are far too naive for the mindset of the marketing
gurus.
I am saddened by the
seemingly total lack of the old
fashioned ethics and morals of
days gone by when customers
were actually treated with
respect and moreover, valued.
Is it any wonder that many
shoppers have taken this lack of
value and applied it themselves:
they have no loyalty to these
retailers and will happily buy
from whoever is offering the
best ‘deal’ at the time. Sales
used to be an incentive to buy
now, but most customers know that if they postpone ordering,
the ‘lower price’ will still always be available, however it is
presented. It doesn’t do much to encourage business, does it?
Profit, not service to their customers, always comes first.
There are fewer stores to choose from than there were 10 or 20
years ago. Big chains dominate, mainly through their massive
marketing budgets. The independents find it hard not only to
compete, but to survive.
Talking of which, a local company has closed its doors after
more than half a century of trading. I have known the owners
for the best part of 40 years and during that time I have bought
a lot of furniture from them. They are a nice bunch of people
but unfortunately they can no longer compete in today’s
trading environment.
Let’s hope this is not the future, but I fear it may well be.

I am saddened
by the lack of
old fashioned
ethics and
morals of days
gone by

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

1

2

3

1 Warmth and energy are evoked in equal measure in
Palm Beach, a collection of colourful prints on cotton
panama for curtains, blinds, cushions and accessories that
has just been added to the Prestigious Textiles portfolio.
The six designs pull together an eclectic mix of folk art
and naive graphics, all rendered in a confident, freehand
style.
Tel: 01274 688 448
2 Elstead Lighting launched a retro-contemporary
collection of lights under the Harlequin Lighting
Collection brand at Decorex and will again showcase
them at Interiors UK in January. There will be glass,
ceramic and metal fittings adorned with colourful
Harlequin fabric shades. Pictured is the Spin Grey base
with Lucido Ivory shade.
Tel: 01420 82377
3 Osmo UK has expanded its market-leading Polyx-Oil
range with Polyx-Oil Tints. It provides various colour tones
including gold and silver which achieves a glitter finish,
especially when the sun catches it.
Tel: 01296 481 220

4

4 Crown Floors has established a loyalty club for retailers
and sales staff whereby points are awarded for every
square metre of carpet sold. The points can be redeemed
against a range of luxury and everyday gift items that can
be found at www.crownfloorsloyaltyclub.co.uk. Those who
sign up before 31 January 2012 will be awarded 2,000
bonus points.
Tel: 0800 077 3301

5
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5 Sylvania‘s 350lm ES50 Hi-Spot RefLED lamp is the first
LED retrofit to have the power to replace a 50W halogen –
the workhorse of accent and display lighting. It can be
fitted into all GU10 and GZ10-type fittings and provides
up to 85% energy savings and an average payback time of
10 months.
Visit www.toolstation.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

6

7

8

10

9

6 Ten years since its debut and no less
popular, B&B Italia’s Landscape has a new
rocking base which transforms it into the
most modern of rocking chairs, available in
seven colours.
Tel: 00 390 3179 5111
7 Structural soundness, simple and
functional lines characterise Horm’s Canard.
Four independent legs, made from a folded
sheet of metal that wrap and support
surfaces of different sizes and finishes,
create an elegant collection of tables. The
name Canard, which is French for duck,
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derives from the legs that have the form of a
duck’s bill.
Tel: 00 390 4346 40733
8 Jaymart’s Matrel range of 100% coir
natural fibre carpeting is available in 4m wide
rolls and in four designs – Diagonal,
Herringbone, Boucle Kalif and Panakalif. In a
natural fawn colour and machine woven with
a thick latex backing, it is especially suited to
areas where a traditional appearance is
required and it is suitable for light duty
commercial applications.
Tel: 01373 864 926

9 Nani Marquina’s Medina collection
represents the modern day transformation of
tradition. Its classical essence is achieved
thanks to its handcrafted production in the
north of Pakistan using a traditional
technique; the kilim.
Tel: 00 349 3237 6465
10 The Jill chair is the first collaborative work
by Vitra and Alfredo Häberli. Inspired by the
early days of plywood moulding, Jill explores
the modern boundaries of this technique
while offering a surprising level of comfort.
Visit: www.vitra.com
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UPHOLSTERY

Cultural hybrids
Doshi Levien’s designs combine industrial production
and artisanship with inter-cultural dialogue

PHOTO: KARSTEN JIPP

Charpoy for Moroso

Jonathan Levien and Nipa Doshi
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With furniture that oscillates between exotic charm and purist
contours, Nipa Doshi and Jonathan Levien aren’t just bringing a
whole new look to the world of interior design, they’re giving it
individuality as well.
‘Some pieces are more Nipa, others are more me.’ It’s hard to
think of a more apt description of the young designer couple’s
work than this sentence from Levien. While the company they
founded in 2000 is still mainly known to design aficionados, it
has been attracting a lot of attention in recent years with
furniture, cookware and shoes that are as original as they are
‘portable’: often unusually colourful ‘cultural hybrids’ with
emotional appeal that stir up the design world. Their clients
include Moroso, Cappellini, Tefal, Richard Lampert, and
Authentics.
The paint stains on the floor of the Doshi Levien studio in
Shoreditch, East London, testify to its past life as a painter’s
studio – and it is evidently still very much a place of work. Five
workstations vie for space between the rough brick walls, tables
laden with samples, showcases and shelves containing not just
carefully displayed design items but also everyday finds and
souvenirs from the couple’s many travels: plastic sundae dishes,
fabric samples, artistically draped clothes, shoes, folded objects,
brass lotas from India, packaging from Hong Kong... and
prototypes, books and drawings everywhere.
Objects for inspiration, objects for discipline. An orderly chaos
that expounds the aesthetic language so characteristic of this
design studio – a language somewhere between vintage and
modernity, globalisation and cultural identity.
Tom Dixon, an early patron of the Anglo-Indian designer
couple, once said that Doshi Levien unites ‘the best of 
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Paper Planes for Moroso

Capo for Cappellini

both worlds’. Far from being a cliché, his words ring
convincingly true.
Nipa Doshi was born in Mumbai in 1971 and grew up in New
Delhi. She studied at the National Institute of Design in
Ahmedabad – an Indian oasis of functionality.
While she was working on designs for toasters and coffee
makers with Braun-like aesthetics, the people on the streets
were making their tea over an open flame.
This aesthetic gulf still kindles Doshi’s creative energy today.
Which is why, after gaining a second degree at the Royal
College of Art in London – where she met Levien – she initially
returned to India to collaborate with artisans on finding a
contemporary mode of expression for native products. It was
during this period that the idea of combining the different
cultures with one another was born.
Levien, on the other hand, has a far more functional
understanding of design. Born in 1972, he first trained as a
cabinet maker before studying design at Buckinghamshire
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College in High Wycombe before doing an MA in furniture
design at the Royal College of Art and spending three years
working at Ross Lovegrove’s design studio.
The antithesis that left its mark on him was the contrast
between craftsmanship and automation. Even today, he builds
the prototypes of the couple’s designs himself.
Doshi Levien’s teamwork is nurtured not just by their cultural
differences but by their different understanding of design as
well. Doshi is mainly concerned with the outward appearance
and her almost ceremonial interpretation of the objects gives
them a tangible, narrative quality. Levien is more concerned
with the development process and the materials.
The volumes beneath the surfaces of the Charpoy daybed or
the My Beautiful Backside (both for Moroso) exude the
understatement and precision of the British industrial designer
and craftsman just as much as the couple’s leaner more recent
designs such as the plastic chair Impossible Wood (also for
Moroso) or the Capo armchair (Cappellini).
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My Beautiful Backside for Moroso

Impossible
Wood for
Moroso

It is not just a meeting between the Indian and
European worlds, between male and female, but between the
graphic and the functional, formal quality of design as well.
But the two designers don’t just combine different cultures;
they mingle contrasting values, materials and ideas as well. This
is in evidence in the Paper Planes armchair collection, a
collaboration between Moroso and Swarovski. The fabric
developed by Doshi Levien integrates the crystals unobtrusively
so that they only become visible when they reflect the light. It
forms the basis of the entire design, the structure of which was
kept deliberately simple: a two-dimensional shape folded into a
three-dimensional object.
The children’s Rocker (Richard Lampert) on the other hand,
combines a playful function with a classically modern design.
And the Charpoy daybed with its graphically integrated game
board for playing the ancient Indian version of chess (Chaupar)
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reveals another of Doshi Levien’s interests: the symbiosis of
industrial production and artisanship, of intercultural dialogue
and cultural identity. Although the daybed cultivates the design
language of western-style purism, it not only cites Indian colour
tradition and ceremonial usage of what is a ubiquitous piece of
furniture in that part of the world, it is a profession of faith in
the skilled workmanship of Indian seamstresses as well.
The seams are virtually invisible, which would be impossible if
they were produced by machines. And with the embroidered
date of production and the name of the seamstress, Doshi
Levien also manages to build a bridge between the people who
made the daybed and the people who use it.
Doshi Levien is producing the Das Haus – Interiors on Stage
project at IMM Cologne from 16-22 January 2012.
Visit www.doshilevien.com
www.imm-cologne.com
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UPHOLSTERY

Kensington

Mayfair

Part of the

action
Making choice simple for consumers
is at the heart of GFA’s latest offer
In the growing market of swivel recliners,
there is an almost bewildering array of
chairs to choose from. So it can be
difficult to know what will appeal to
consumers and encompass the quality,
looks and features they demand, while
meeting their budget requirements.
‘Over the past seven years, Global
Furniture Alliance has gained a strong
presence in the marketplace. We have a
comprehensive offering, which includes
swivel recliners, fully upholstered
recliners, lift and tilt chairs and sofabeds,’
says a company spokesman.
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The company has adopted a good,
better, best approach to its latest offering
with the Scandinavian-styled Chelsea,
Kensington and Mayfair.
‘Designed to offer optimum comfort
and ease of use, each model affords a
superb sit and a neat Scandinavian clicker
for a smooth, reclining action. With the
clicker in easy reach, just below the
armrest, these models cater for your most
exacting customers,’ says the company.
Chelsea, in a Bellissimo leather/match
with a detailed seatback, deep padded
headrest and upholstered arms is

Chelsea

available in cream, with a cherry finish
star base.
Kensington also has a Bellissimo
leather/match cover, but with a
contemporary, faceted round base. It
has a full width padded headrest and
upholstered arms and is available in
cream and cherry or chestnut and cherry.
Mayfair has a leather/split cover and
shares the Kensington’s base. With
detailed tooling on the seat and seat
back, it comes in cream and red berry.
Global Furniture Alliance,
tel: 01291 645 080
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Bali

3+2 (Single suite price from UK stock)

£495

OVER 5000 SUITES AVAILABLE FOR PRE-XMAS DELIVERY
-

Buy from a trusted British family company established for 40 Years
Buy in a way to suit you, single suites, multiples or direct containers
Fast delivery from stock on the UK’s fastest selling designs
Direct Home Delivery available
Over 100 designs to choose from featuring Promotional Styles, Classic,
Contemporary, Motion, Power Motion and Corner Groups
- Full UK service and retailer support
- Visit our website at www.bmfurniture.co.uk

01254 30 66 70

www.bmfurniture.co.uk
Vine Mill, Brookside Ind Est, Oswaldtwistle, BB5 3PX

T: 01254 306670 | F: 01254 306671 | E: sales@bmfurniture.co.uk
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What’s underfoot in 2012?
We asked suppliers for their views on what
next year will hold for the carpet market

Freedom of expression

VORWERK CARPETS’ SCALE LIVING

‘2012 will be all about how home owners engage
with their floor,’ says Ian Hammond, Vorwerk Carpets
sales director UK.
‘Carpet will no longer be confined or restricted
and instead will become more about freedom of
expression and personality. Concepts will be about
juxtaposition and relationships and how we can
exploit both to create dynamic floorspaces as
individual as the homes in which they are found.
‘Shape, texture, material and colour will combine
and interact. Whether angular or organic, textural or
structural, neutral or bold, home owners will be able
to explore our relationship with the floor in a way
never before possible.’
Hammond says the launch of its Scale Living
collection, designed by architect and product
designer Hadi Teherani, will introduce three
interlocking shapes with the organic Bloom and the
more architectural Mesh_S and Cut, velour and
shaggy textures, brushed stainless steel, leather and
two colour groups in ColourScale and GreyScale.
‘Not only will home owners be able to create
shape to juxtapose upon hard flooring, but they can
also introduce interplay between texture, material
and colour. Scale Living encourages engagement
and we are confident it will become a pioneering
and defining collection for the industry.’
Vorwerk Carpets UK, tel: 020 7096 5090

‘Colour and pattern will remain
directional with geometrics and
spots still strong,’ says Lorna
Haigh, Alternative Flooring
marketing manager.
‘Crafted is a key word with
designs having a provenance and
an artisan quality, such as
metallic. Designs made with care
and environmental awareness
using materials with longevity
will also be very important.’
Alternative Flooring, tel: 01264 335
111
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ALTERNATIVE FLOORING’S ECO

Environmental
awareness
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Bold and beautiful value
‘2012 for us is all about delivering value and style to
satisfy the end consumer,’ says Inga Morris, Lifestyle
Floors marketing manager.
‘We are looking closely at materials when offering
value, so are using the innovative Wolltec fibre with our
new range Mistral. Mistral has the stylish look and
luxurious feel of wool, but with the durability of a manmade fibre, giving it a lifetime stain guarantee.
‘We believe in offering style at the right price and
2012 will be about delivering ranges that cover the
bold, the beautiful, and the best value for money.’
Lifestyle Floors, tel: 01675 433 064

Colourful stripes

LIFESTYLE FLOORS’ MISTRAL

‘Following the fantastic initial reaction and early sales
generated by our new Wolltec fibre, I expect to launch
further ranges – unless we see a turnaround in the price
of wool,’ says Martin West, Kingsmead Carpets general
manager.
‘The signs are that the deeper pile saxony styles are
appealing to a greater number of people and we will
see more of these coming to market.
‘Stripes will continue to sell and those stripes will be a
means of introducing colour to the floor.’
Kingsmead Carpets, tel: 01827 831 424

‘At the point of entry of good quality independent retailers,
consumers are more in tune with carpet as an element of the
interior design, rather than as a practical solution with a
pleasant aesthetic and feel,’ says Richard Lawrence, Axminster
Carpets head of marketing.
‘The choice becomes more about colour, texture and pattern,
and less about how easy it is to care for. Wool carpets, whether
pure or wool-rich, still uphold a reputation as a quality product
that will last and so consumers concern themselves less with
the everyday performance of the carpet.
‘Over the past two years or so, pattern has become more
contemporary in its presentation and we expect this to
continue throughout next year. Designs will focus on how
carpet can be beautiful and add visual depth to the floor while
still finding a place in contemporary style homes.
‘Last year was about staccato stripes, geometric motifs and
modern tonal interpretations of floral patterns. Expect similar
things for 2012. Colours will remain tonal, with flashes of
contrast, and we may see some richer tones gather popularity,
particularly on plain and heather carpets.
‘Wool will continue to hold a strong position in the mid to
premium end of the sector as homes look to separate
themselves from stain-resistant fibres that lack the natural
appeal and lasting quality of wool. The fibre’s renewable and
natural nature will also continue to appeal to home owners
wanting a more sustainable floor.’
Axminster Carpets, tel: 01297 33533
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AXMINSTER CARPETS’ PRINCETOWN MONDRIAN

Element of interior design
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ADAM CARPETS’ BOULEVARD

CARPET

‘There is a definite trend by some manufacturers to edge towards 50/50 wool mixes
or 100% man-made. However, I believe that the majority of British consumers will
still prefer the feel, durability and appearance retention of wool,’ says Eamonn
Prescott, Adam Carpets director. ‘As the appearance of these other carpets starts to
deteriorate, I see consumers coming back to wool, especially if the wool price starts
to stabilise as many think it will.
‘Stripes continue to be successful in the market and we have seen our average
order size increase as consumers are starting to add bedrooms, lounges and dining
rooms to the usual hall, stair and landings. One of our Castlemead Velvet Stripe
carpets is among our biggest sellers and I expect that to continue into next year.’
Adam Carpets, tel: 01562 829 966

EDEL TELENZO’S BARBICAN

Coming back to wool

Quick reliable service

CRUCIAL TRADING’S AUDREY

‘With trade in the UK likely to take a turn for the worse because
of ongoing turmoil in Europe, we believe independent retailers
will continue to place their trust in manufacturers who offer a
quick, reliable service from stock, along with a product range
that provides something for the majority of carpet customers,’
says David Cormack, Cormar Carpets marketing director.
‘We have placed great emphasis on maintaining and
improving our delivery fleet so that a large section of our
customers receive their orders within 48 hours. Also, Cormar’s
new trade web portal offers online ordering, stock check and
order tracking, adding another dimension to our service –
effectively giving retailers 24 hour a day access to carpet stock.’
Cormar Carpets, www.cormarcarpets.co.uk
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Brave choices

Easycare increase

‘As more consumers decide to remain within their current
home and make improvements, many are becoming braver
in their selection of floorcovering,’ says Dawn Mallett, Crucial
Trading marketing manager.
‘Stripes and bolder colours are becoming more prevalent
and purchasing patterns suggest they will continue to do so
throughout 2012. Striped flooring offers the perfect way to
give rooms a more spacious feel. Used horizontally, it makes
a room feel wider, while a narrow hallway or room can be
given a feeling of space by adding striped flooring vertically.
Bright colours enable the consumer to make a statement.’
Crucial Trading, tel: 01562 743 747

‘Wool products will come under price pressure again as
consumers will be lucky if they have the same amount to
spend as last year. So the retailer is of course taking them to
price points they can afford, ruling out a number of wool
ranges. Expect to see promotions of stain-free, bleachcleanable collections that appeal to the younger purchaser
on the increase,’ says Peter Kimmins, Georgian Carpets general
sales manager.
‘Colour I believe is becoming more evident in consumers’
purchases, but of course beige will continue to be number
one, while man-made saxonies increase in the marketplace.’
Georgian Carpets, tel: 01827 831 430
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Right price

CROWN FLOORS’ PORTLAND BAY

‘In these uncertain times, our
customers are definitely looking for
quality that will give them
performance, but at very
competitive price points. It’s really
hard to forecast what direction the
market will take over the coming
months – harder than I’ve ever
known it to be in 30 years,’ says
Lesley Inman, Edel Telenzo Carpets
UK operations director.
‘Having said that, our wool ranges
are doing quite well in the domestic
sector and our polypropylenes in the
contract sector. We have managed to
hold our wool prices since last May
which makes our offering quite
competitive relative to the quality
we offer.
‘Our stripes do very well, and
colourwise it’s all about muted
earthy shades with hints of greys
and greens, which I think will
continue to be strong well into 2012.’
Edel Telenzo, tel: 01422 374 417

CORMAR CARPETS’ AVEBURY

Texture and colour
‘People are more switched on to the tactile nature of carpet and I
expect this to remain a key driver for 2012,’ says James Caldwell, Crown
Floors sales coordinator. ‘While the sales figures prove that beige twists
are still undeniably popular, there is also a growing collective of home
owners who are looking beyond the right shade of plain and thinking
about carpet more carefully. This certainly comes as welcome news.
‘Rather than opting for the brashness of bright tones, shoppers will
look towards how texture influences the interior and so brands that can
deliver a full rounded collection will undeniably make a splash in 2012.
Key colours that work across textures, giving homes the chance to
create a sense of change underfoot from one room to another without
upsetting a universal palette, will become a key influence.
‘We expect next year to be about considered carpet, but not only
from a tactile and colour perspective, consumers also want carpet that
is easy to live with and so expect to see no downturn in the popularity
of stain resistant products, with wool-mix blends appealing to those
seeking quality above all else.’
Crown Floors, tel: 0800 077 3301
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‘The main suppliers of wool carpet need to take a leaf out of
the man-made manufacturers’ book and develop ways to
promote once again the features and benefits of wool as a
yarn,’ says Mike Dobson, Mr Tomkinson general manager.
‘One must never forget that, in most cases, carpet is only
one component of the project when a consumer is changing
their floor – underlay, accessories, fitting, etc, add to the bill.
Therefore, if wool happens to be 20% to 30% more
expensive than man-made carpet, in terms of the overall
project, there is not a huge difference in the total cost, and it
is down to the suppliers to encourage the consumer to buy
wool.
‘Man-made carpets have taken market share this year at
the expense of wool-blend, due to a combination of
significant increases in the cost of wool and successful
marketing by the major suppliers of man-made carpet. The
price of wool has stabilised somewhat over recent months
and, if this can continue into 2012, then wool carpets may
have the opportunity to regain some of the lost market
share.’
Dobson says he expects manufacturers to develop more
wool/man-made combinations: ‘50/50 and 20/80 will
undoubtedly be two options to be explored’.
While plum, emerald green and metallic colours are
forecast to gain popularity in interiors, whether any of these
will transfer across to carpets is debatable, he says.
‘All the indications are that beige will remain king,
although there are a few shoots coming through for blue,
after a long period in the wilderness.’
Independent retailers will continue to at least hold market
share, he forecasts.
‘The previous failures of the likes of Allied and Floors 2 Go
underline the fact that the independent retailer has fared
better than most during the tough trading conditions.
Independents have managed to reduce their cost base more
effectively than most multiples – fitting themselves instead
of paying a fitter to carry out the work, and not being tied in
to expensive retail rents, for example. There is no indication
that this trend will change in 2012, with the independent
sector going the extra mile to offer an excellent service to
the consumer.’
Mr Tomkinson, tel: 01827 831 450

BERBER

AMETHYST

NAPOLI

Regain wool’s market share
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BUYING GROUPS

Exclusive
offerings

Central stock-holding is pivotal to
its offer, a selection of display units
are available and ranges have
Greendale POS

The value of own label products
has never been more important
for Greendale members
With consumers ever more turning to the Internet to find the
lowest prices of flooring products, the importance of being able
to avoid price comparisons while maintaining profitability
through own label ranges has never been higher.
Offering own label collections is part of the efforts of the
Greendale buying group to help retailers maintain profitability
in the current market.
‘The Greendale core strategy of providing a wide range of
differentiated own labelled ranges via our central stock-holding
is central to our offering,’ says Rob Harding, Greendale chief
executive.
This includes more than 100 own labelled ranges across all
product categories – the largest of any group – all renamed
down to colour level and including the best of British and
European ranges and a new exclusive rug collection.
‘Our exclusively coloured and designed collection offers
exceptional value for money and prices lower than the industry
leader. We also have the differentiated branded offering with
the Elizabeth Grieves upmarket label alongside our main
Greendale collection,’ says Harding.
‘Greendale also has a policy of exclusivity within local areas
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with members
supported on this
basis. It does not
market its products
via a trading website allowing
members to exploit the Greendale brand within their
local community without competition from online traders.’
The collections are held at the group’s 30,000sqft warehouse
and offices in Hereford, which Harding describes as ‘a dedicated
one stop shop for all Greendale ranges including members’ own
sales office, customer service and accounts’.
The ranges are supported by ticketing, POS, promotions and
a members only website area. Online support enables members
to create their own dedicated advertising and in-store ticketing.
‘As a not for profit cooperative with 160 shops throughout
the UK where all savings are passed on to members, we operate
an everyday low pricing policy with lower prices on top selling
brand leading products with rebates built into all prices and
offered upfront. We have two major sales a year with substantial
savings on a package of key ranges,’ says Harding.
Greendale, tel: 01432 852 000
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Specialist forces
SMG provides members with the facilities they need to operate competitively
‘Having specialism across the flooring
and furnishing sectors is a massive
advantage to members of the group,’
says Mike Symonds, SMG head of group
operations.
SMG was founded by complete house
furnishers more than 40 years ago and
although the market has seen
considerable change since, SMG remains
close to its roots. The group has more
than 300 members specialising in
flooring, of which 115 sell furniture or
bedding as well.
‘Being strong in both sectors offers a
huge advantage for members and we
have seen many who are expanding their
product portfolios to offer more choice
to their customers during the current
economic climate,’ says Symonds.
‘Many members initially dip their toes
into the water by purchasing alternative
products through the SMG Orderlink
central purchasing scheme. This is a
unique opportunity for members as this
enables them to ascertain if
diversification will be beneficial for their
business.’
Symonds gives the example of one
long-standing flooring member who
recently invested in further retail
premises solely to offer beds and

furniture to his existing customer base.
Although a bold move, he felt confident
with the support of SMG and the various
approved suppliers associated with the
group, behind him.
‘Many complete house furnishers may
feel that their options are limited when it
comes to joining a buying group, and
our ability to offer a huge portfolio of
both flooring and furniture approved
suppliers is something that perhaps we
don’t shout about enough,’ he says.
Symonds says the group has
negotiated a record number of
promotions in addition to preferential
pricing, rebates and discounts this year. It
has also been actively recruiting new
preferred suppliers including Alphason
Designs, Ancient Mariner, Millbrook Beds,
Origin Red, Steens Furniture and Vogue
Beds.
Symonds is keen to stress the group
has no interest in running a retailer’s
business, but to provide them with the
facilities they need to be competitive.
As well as products, these include
newly negotiated rates on services such
as credit cards, fuel purchases, telephone
and communications, business insurance,
business waste removal and health
insurance.

SMG offers a complete retail support package and
negotiated a record number of promotions this year
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‘We fully understand that running a
business is hard work and that keeping
up with legal requirements can be a
major drain on resources,’ he explains.
To help SMG members operate more
efficiently, the group provides free
telephone access to expert commercial
and legal advice. The SMG Business
Helpline Service is the first port of call for
many members for issues including:
commercial and consumer law, company
law, debts and debt recovery,
employment and personnel, health and
safety issues, licensing, PAYE, payroll,
accountancy, tax and VAT.
Whether members simply want a
second opinion to put their mind at rest,
or need to make more time to
concentrate on their core activities, the
helpline gives them the confidence that
they can get the right answer to difficult
problems
He says some members, who have
experienced problems with difficult
employees and consumers, claim that
this service alone is worth more than
their annual SMG membership fee.
SMG, tel: 0118 932 3832
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Price comparisons are
not available on the
Carpet1st website

Private collection
Demand by Metro members for own label flooring is increasing
‘As more and more consumers are going online to find the
lowest price for a host of flooring products, the importance of
having a solid own label or private collection grows by the day,’
says David Kipping, Metro Group ceo.
‘Members are becoming more and more insistent on own
label sampling to prevent comparison shopping, particularly on
the Internet,’ he says.
Kipping points out that consumers using the group’s
Carpet1st website cannot compare prices between members, as
once they input their postcode, they are taken to the website of
the nearest member rather than given a list of retailers.
‘It was a deliberate policy not to include a facility making it
easy for consumers to compare prices between members. The
website is structured so that on entering their postcode they
are simply transferred to the nearest member’s website,’ he
explains.
Metro offers a full collection of own label products – from
carpet to vinyl and laminate to accessories – supported by
Carpet1st branded POS.
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Ken Noble, Manns Carpets in Walsall owner and Metro Area 4
chairman, says using the own label products helps differentiate
a store from its rivals, but only if they use the all important
Carpet1st branding.
‘The way forward is to capitalise on our strengths, let us
combine together and promote and support our own brand –
Carpet1st,’ he says.
‘I am sure that it will help us to protect our businesses and
improve our margins. Apart from the obvious buying price and
rebate advantage, it makes comparison shopping that little bit
more difficult for the consumer. It also gives us the opportunity
to promote product and price without fear of local competition
and Internet traders.
‘However, it follows that it is important that as we add more
Carpet1st products to our portfolio, they have to be labelled as
such. It’s a pointless exercise giving the product a different
name and then displaying the samples with the manufacturer’s
range name.’
Metro Group, tel: 01204 393 539
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LIVING AND DINING

Chunky Oak, Hampton (below) and Rutland (above) are produced in Kettle Interiors’ Vietnam factory

Invest in success
Wholesaler Kettle Interiors has decided now is the time to
invest to improve performance and beat the competition
As consumers’ budgets continue to be
squeezed, the temptation for retailers
and suppliers is to batten down the
hatches and hope things don’t get any
worse.
Alternatively businesses can improve
what they do, even if it involves investing
money to become better than the
competition. This is the approach Kettle
Interiors has taken.
The company has refurbished its Corby
showroom and invested £400,000 buying
a 50,000sqft factory in Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam.
The facility now manufactures four oak
ranges – including Chunky Oak,
Hampton and Rutland22 – 30% of Kettle
Interiors’ annual output. It has some 60
employees, including quality control staff
and designers, and Kettle’s senior
management visit regularly for lengthy
periods.
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The new Fox

Creek range

Carefully handcrafted from warm toned Mindi wood, and then waxed and polished to a rich
patina, the new Fox Creek range is a great addition to the Woodside Dining Collection.
Carefully proportioned for British homes, it is sure to be a success.

Feel free to contact us directly or speak with your local agent for more information and a brochure pack.
If you would like to see the ranges in our Dronfield showroom, please contact us for an appointment.
We look forward to welcoming you.
Scotland: - Ian Crowther 07930314077
North West: - Harry Burton 07872902726
South East: - John Coll 07766220531
South West: - Neil Bonnick 07967660715
Northern Ireland: - Douggie Yeates 07850313237
Midlands: - Chris Smith 07882651325
Yorkshire and North East - Terry Davies 07768 448460
Woodside Furniture Ltd., Unit 4, Wreakes Lane, Dronfield, Derbyshire S18 1LN
T: 0114 229 0741 F: 0114 229 0740 W: www.woodsidefurniture.co.uk E: sales@woodsidefurniture.co.uk
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‘All factories have their own agenda
and by owning it we can control all
aspects of it,’ says Simon Ainge, Kettle
Interiors sales director.
‘Not only is quality control and supply
more consistent on some of our most
popular ranges, but it also helps us to
develop new collections and items more
rapidly and easier than before, giving us
the opportunity to respond to market
shifts even quicker and serve the retailer
better.’
One of these new ranges was on
display at the firm’s At Home show last
month to celebrate the showroom’s
refurbishment, and is likely to be at
Interiors UK next month.
Ainge expects to increase production
levels at the Ho Chi Minh City facility, but
is still buying from other factories.
‘The key with any dining range is to
bring a combination of value and quality.
In this bustling room of the home,
durability is key and with oak’s
reputation for being so, it has become a
firm favourite for consumers. Yet as these
same consumers increasingly want more
for their money, suppliers have had to
respond by moving away from high cost
premium oak ranges, instead delivering a
wider audience more everyday oak
collections for the dining room.
‘Having our own production plant
specialising in oak furniture is helping us
to achieve this balance without adversely
affecting the longevity or design of our
furniture.’
Kettle Interiors, tel: 0845 678 1155
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Above: The Corby
showroom has been
refurbished
Right: Chunky Oak
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Tis the season of goodwill and with 15 sensational new market
leading collections and fantastic offers on wholesale and container
stock, you can’t afford not to visit us this December.
The winter show gives trade customers the ideal opportunity to be
guided through our huge product portfolio which offers over 30
collections and now includes Root Accessories, Natural Lighting, Outdoor
Teak, Contemporary Glamour, Shabby Chic, Statues and Buddha’s.
Customers will not only see our awe inspiring showrooms but they will also
receive a warm welcome and a festive hot toddy in the NEW ‘Besp-Oak Home’
where Besp-Oak Furniture is displayed in a true to life family setting, making
it easier than ever to select products and create the perfect order.

Ringway House
Hill Street
Coventry
CV1 4AN
We are conveniently situated in close proximity to
major road, rail and air network links with transfers
available on request.
Don’t forget that our wholesale warehouse is just a
stone’s throw away and show appointments can easily
be arranged to coincide with a stock collection.

RSVP
To confirm your attendance contact
Hanna Latham on 02476 632148 or email
hanna.latham@besp-oakfurniture.co.uk

Sales
t: +44 (0)24 7663 2148
f: +44 (0)24 7623 1628
e: sales@besp-oakfurniture.co.uk

Exclusive
Exclusive Show
Show Offers
Offers
The Vancouver Premium®
collection is our highly
acclaimed long standing best
seller and for a limited time only,
trade customers will receive at
least a 10% discount when
ordering all top quality items
from the collection on a 40FT
high cube container in either
standard or VSP construction.

E.g. VXA001

Now Only £129.00

www.besp-oakfurniture.co.uk
(W1800 x D450 x H830mm)
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Cover
all angles
Warranties can be tailored to precisely
what a retailer wants to offer
Mention the word warranty and you have to banish the
immediate thought of a salesman trying to sell you insurance
for a product you’ve just been told will last for years and if it
does develop a fault, the chances are it’s not covered anyway.
But, says Richard Gretton, Castelan commercial director, the
furniture sector has transformed itself from that image.
‘While some people may still think that way, the warranty
market, particularly the furniture warranty market, is nothing
like that. It’s about offering real value and service delivery to
consumers and retailers.’
He points out that the company and the sector as a whole is
regulated by the Financial Services Authority and the warranties
are fully underwritten, so there is no incentive not to resolve
claims.
‘Furniture can be a major purchase so it makes sense to
protect it as accidents do happen, and when they do it makes
sense for the claim to be dealt with as quickly as possible to
provide the exceptional aftersales care consumers are looking
for,’ he explains.
‘Many queries can be resolved on the telephone by our claim
handling team. However, if the problem is more serious, we will
deploy the assignment to our mobile Furniture Care Network.’
Gretton says retailers take different approaches to warranties
from seeing it as a profitable stream to reinforcing their
reputation for service, or both.
‘The core of what we deliver at Castelan is a full end to end
solution. We are the only provider in the marketplace that can
truly do this as we are the only one that fully employs its entire
repair and care network under the brand Furniture Care
Network,’ he says.
The PremierCare service means the company closely
manages every touch point with the consumer, from the initial
product development, to the first telephone call, to the service
delivery in the home.
This ensures a smooth and effective customer journey that
both delivers great service to the consumer but also reflects the
service promise and brand values of retailers.
‘It’s not just about the warranty and the care kit, which is
important in itself, it’s about the end to end service delivery
that comes with it,’ says Gretton.
‘Most retailers clearly want repeat customers and in fact a
customer for life. This can only be enhanced by ensuring closely
managed service delivery from their warranty and care product
provider.’
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Castelan’s Furniture Care Network handles service delivery and many claims
can be resolved on the telephone

Sales staff are trained in how they offer the warranty to
consumers.
‘Our sales support team work with the retailer to help deliver
and exceed their business targets. A key element of this is the
business development support we provide for their staff. The
training can be delivered as one-to-one coaching, classroom
based or train the trainers programmes,’ he adds.
Castelan, tel: 0800 408 4241
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Advertising feature: Furniture Origins

Sasso ODE

Contemporary elegance
Sasso ODE, a contemporary oak dining and
bedroom range with veneered panelling, will
take pride of place on Furniture Origin’s stand,
D14/D21 in Hall 2, at Interiors UK in
Birmingham (22-25 January 2012).
The understated yet distinctive angled joint
detailing, such as wooden handles, gives this

collection a modern appearance to exude just
the right blend of character and elegance and
perfectly complement any home.
All Furniture Origins products are available
on a direct container programme and also
from our South Wales distribution facility.
The team at Furniture Origins looks forward

CONTACT DETAILS
The Former Sanken Building,
Abercynon, Rhondda Cynon Taff,
Mid Glamorgan CF45 4XA
T: 0845 223 4900
F: 0845 223 4901
Barry Webb, sales director:
E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins. co.uk; M: 07702 603971
Andrew Cavaciuti, sales agent for South West and Wales:
E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888
Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

to welcoming you to our stand during the
show. Take the time to visit and view our complete collections.
If you require any further details please contact Teresa Reaney on: 0845 223 4900 or
alternatively your local sales representative –
details below.

East Anglia/Kent/Essex and Greater
London:
E: alan.endersbee@furniture
origins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019
Mike Brown, sales agent for Scotland/
Cumbria/North East and Yorkshire:
E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07831 572601
Teresa Reaney, marketing communications officer:
E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or
E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834
McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:
E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00 353 47 81366/81360

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Setting
the scene
Greenapple’s Steele
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Highlights of what will be on
offer at the NEC in January
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Right: TP24’s Stateside
Below: Totem’s Riverwood
Bottom: Time Living’s Swan

Interiors UK

22-25 January 2012

PREVIEW

For many retailers January means two things – the winter sale
and a return to the NEC. So what can they expect to see at
Interiors UK from 22-25 January?
The Butterfly Collection is range of figurative rug designs by
Anna V Rugs where butterflies appear to hover as the designs
are carved and woven into the rugs. The collection holds both
statement pieces and contemporary designs. Designs are pretty,
bold and fresh in this season’s shimmering bright colours of hot
pinks, sunny yellows, lime greens, lilacs and cornflower blues.
Carlos Remes Lighting is promoting its range of wooden
lamp bases which can be painted in any of the Farrow
and Ball paint finishes. Also on show will be its traditional
range of hand and machine decorated lamp bases in
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porcelain, ceramic and metal, lamps in crystal and glass, plain
metal candlesticks, columns and urns and silk lampshades.
Ernest Menard will launch Horizon, a contemporary dining
and occasional range combining oak in taupe finish and
white or anthracite glass. Manufactured in France, it is
guaranteed for 10 years, finished with water-based products
and made from PEFC certified oak.
Among Furniture Link International’s launches will be Clivden
and Malibu, full dining, occasional and bedroom collections and
Alessia, a leather fully-reclining suite in black and brown.
Greenapple Systems continues to expand its Lychee range,
with additions including occasional tables, TV stands, lamps and
chairs. Steele is a collection of coffee, console, lamp and dining
tables finished in highly polished stainless steel with 10mm
tempered glass tops.
HTL will unveil its 2012 collection of traditional and
contemporary designs, leathers and colours.
Jitona is launching the Design Collection including the
Michelle, Marco, Elea and Sydney bedrooms and Alpha, Silvana
and Fabiane living room ranges.
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Creative designs to match your style...

NICOLE
MONO

SIGNATURE
BORDEAUX

BELLA
MICHELLE

Kingstown Furniture, Victoria House, Leads Road, Hull, HU7 0BZ
08448805100 www.kingstown.co.uk
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Privee Home is launching furniture and upholstery

Kettle Interiors will expand its offer

The collection offers the opportunity for the customer to
individually specify the finish and accessories.
One-Call promised a bedroom range 'with a twist' after hiring
an external designer for its 2012 launch. The company says the
design will be in production by the time of the show, rather
than a few months later as has been the norm.
Privee Home’s cabinet and upholstery launches will ‘embody
the spirit of the Mediterranean region,’ says ‘Arnas Vildziunas,
Privee Home commerce director.
Rugs With Flair is highlighting its Union flag themed
products for 2012, including utility mats for the Kiddy range
in the traditional red, white and blue, Heart Shapes in pink
and lilac, alongside additions to its Signature Collection
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Wood Bros’s Buckingham

and bestsellers such as Spider, Santa Cruz and Retro.
Ruth Lyne creates wall panels, hangings, platters and coasters
inspired by the natural colours and textures of the sea shore in
winter. Fusing glass with metal leaf at a temperature of over 800
degrees allows her to create an abstract image which becomes
permanent as the glass cools. New sizes will be added to the
Erode collection.
Saluc debuts its Fusiontables lighting and seating collection
to coordinate with its dining/snooker and pool tables. The
leather Fusion chair’s backrest is lower than normal to allow
table owners to play snooker without having to remove the
chairs. The lighting system has 14 LEDs for when playing and
switches to seven when the table is used for dining.
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The upholstery
offer, which already
includes Nixa (left)
and Boky (above),
will be expanded

Furniture Origins‘ commitment to designing and
manufacturing high quality, commercial and competitively
priced product has helped maintain its position as one of the
most successful suppliers to furniture retailers, says Steve Egan,
Furniture Origins director.
‘Sales of our 20 stocked UK ranges have exceeded
expectations – even during this current economic climate,’ he
says.
‘Previous launches of our exclusive ranges have received
unanimously positive responses from retailers and our 2012
collections are expected to receive the same
high commendations and sales.’
Launches will include three bedroom and
dining ranges and three leather upholstery
collections, while the oak dining table and
chairs promotional offer has been extended
for the duration of the show.
The existing Loire, Savanah and Nordic
collections will be expanded while Sasso,
a contemporary oak dining and
bedroom range with veneered panelling,

will take pride of place on the stand at Birmingham.
‘The understated yet distinctive angled joint detailing gives
this collection a modern appearance, complemented with
wooden handles, exuding just the right blend of character and
elegance and a perfect complement to any home,’ says Egan.
Upholstery launches, along with four existing designs that
will be on show, are available in 14 colourways. Stocked items
are available for delivery and container programme options are
also available.
Furniture Origins, tel: 0845 223 4900


Above: Sasso
dining and
bedroom range
Left: Loire will have
new pieces
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AMORE
bedroom collection

Come and see us at INTERIORS UK 2012, 22-25 January 2012
NEC Birmingham, Stand C60 – Hall 1
For more information please email info@tchfurniture.co.uk

www.tchfurniture.co.uk
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Interiors UK

Aspen is made
in the UK

UK-made fabric
ottoman bed

Embrace bed from the
Well Being collection
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Sweet Dreams’ extensive range of divans
and mattresses has always been made at
the manufacturer’s Burnley plant, and
the company is putting more emphasis
than ever on British made products for
2012.
In recent years the company has developed
a collection of fabric upholstered beds,
including the Gallery collection, that is also
made in the UK.
New for 2012 will be three fabric ottoman
models with slatted mattress bases. The
trio will be available in a selection of fabrics
and include the Artist collection, to be
launched in January. The ottoman beds are
available in three sizes: 120cm, 135cm and
150cm.
In upholstery, too, Sweet Dreams has
expanded its UK-made fabric collection.
Among the many new models for 2012 is
Aspen, comprising 3-2-1 plus swivel stool
and storage stool. Aspen has fixed back
cushions and high resilience foam
removable seat cushions.
At the show Sweet Dreams will also
unveil sofabeds, bedroom furniture and
divans, including Embrace for the Well
Being bed collection.
All UK-made product is made to order
and delivered within 10 working days.
Sweet Dreams, tel: 01282 830 033
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Above: Topcret’s Microcement
Left: Jitona’s living room
Below: Rugs With Flair’s Eden

Time Living is unveiling several bed models, including bedsteads,
available from stock from its 50,000sqft Nottingham warehouse. It says it
will highlight its efforts to raise the bar in a saturated industry, which has
lacked the level of service and standard enjoyed by other wholesale
markets.
Topcret will launch Microcement, a 2mm floorcovering that can be
applied on multiple surfaces such as cement, concrete, metal, plastic,
asphalt, mosaic and even ceramic tiles, with total adhesion strength. It
creates an impermeable surface without joints or grooves.
Totem Furniture will display nine ranges, including five making their NEC
debut. The show will see the expansion of Country House into the living
room. Country House is a painted range with solid oak tops that has a fresh
modern feel, although based on a country house theme. The bedroom
range was first shown at The Manchester Furniture Show, and displays are
selling well, says Nick Lewer, Totem Furniture md. All the furniture is
generously sized with deep drawers and traditional dovetail joints.
‘The range feels cool and soft with a fusion of modern and
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Sweet Dreams are made on these

Pandora

Palatine Beds manufactures and sells
mattresses, divans and electric beds in
their state of the art 150,000 square foot
factory in Newcastle upon Tyne. Their
customers include both private and
public sector organisations as well as a
number of retailers across the UK.
Palatine’s beautiful range of retail beds
come in a variety of specifications from
open coil mattresses to high end luxury
mattresses featuring pocket springs,
memory foam and natural fillings such as
lambs wool, horse hair and coir.
For more information about these beds and
the rest of the Palatine bed range visit us in
Hall 5, stand H15 at the Interiors Show in
Birmingham between 22-25 January 2012

0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade
Athena

Office opening hours:
8.30am to 4pm Monday to Friday
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traditional elements, like the chrome handles and beaded
drawer fronts,’ he says.
‘Olsen marks a new direction for us, offering really high
quality dining room furniture at extremely competitive prices,’
says Lewer. The range includes tables, chairs, sideboards and
occasional pieces.
Riverwood is modern collection, with a slightly distressed
weathered oak look complemented with brushed stainless steel
leg frames.
The Bergen Home Office and a yet unnamed dining range
with a soft Scandinavian look will also make their debut at
Interiors alongside the revised Havana.
‘Havana was relaunched at Manchester in a lighter natural
colour in American walnut. It has a contemporary elegance
defined by the Queen Anne style legs and the small modern
conical knobs. This collection for living and dining room
combines the fusion of old and new which provides a discreet
modern twist to the design,’ says Lewer.
From TP24 will be the Grande and Stateside LED ranges.
Grande’s dramatic statement pieces are for wide spaces and
larger properties. The light fittings incorporate a number of
switching options and are fully compatible with LED lamps for
increased energy savings.
Renaissance has a floral motif and individual lamps twisting
in a natural display. Stateside’s Kentucky bridges the gap
between form and function with clean aesthetic lines and a
chrome finish, its swivel arm function allows each individual
lamp to point up or down allowing a flexibility unseen in similar
competitively priced light fittings, according to the company.
From Westminster Teak are the functional and stylish
contemporary Marina and Pure furniture ranges.
‘Each piece is manufactured using lightweight aluminium
which is powder-coated to ensure a clean finish and years of
maintenance-free service. Fixed or stacking, dining or lounge,
these ranges suit all requirements and are the epitome of
elegance,’ says Neil Richardson, Westminster Teak director.
Wood Bros will present the results of its decision to focus on
its core classical market rather than trying to move into other
product areas.
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Top: Anna V Rug’s Pink Butterfly
Above: Furniture Link’s Alessia
Below: HTL’s Marbella
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AWARDS

Natalia

AWARDS 2011
WINNER
2011
WINNER

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Quality
British
manufactured
furniture

Tel: 01724 407 751

www.lebusupholstery.co.uk
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‘Retailers are turning back to brands as consumers look to
companies they can trust. Having identified that there is a gap
in the market, we concluded that we are ideally positioned to
fill it by evolving the Old Charm brand and broadening its
appeal through the introduction of a premium finish that meets
commercial price points,’ says Malcolm Nix, Wood Bros sales and
marketing director.
The show will see the launch of the Heritage finish, designed
to appeal to those with grander homes or wanting an overtly
authentic traditional finish.
Heritage is a warm chestnut colour with great depth and
patina. Using character oak each piece is ‘antiqued’ with random
softening and mild distressing for added character, thus
ensuring no piece is exactly alike. The finish will be available on
all pieces within the Old Charm range and the new Buckingham
dining and occasional range. The firm’s fabric swatch will also
be extended at the show along with the introduction of a more
lifestyle focused brochure.

Interiors Monthly December 2011

Visit www.interiorsuk.com
Anna V Rugs, tel: 01580 201 092
Carlos Remes Lighting, tel: 01604 700879
Ernest Menard, tel: 00 33 2 9680 2000
Furniture Link International, tel: 00 353 42 933
7044
Greenapple Systems, tel: 0121 766 5079
HTL, tel: 01782 406 666
Jitona, tel: 00 420 381 540 127
Kettle Interiors, tel: 0845 678 1155
One-Call: 08451 084 084
Privee Home, tel: 00 37 0659 00010
Rugs With Flair, tel: 0161 320 7146
Ruth Lyne, tel: 07796 507 073
Saluc, tel: 00 32 6977 8211
Time Living, tel: 0115 9702 137
Topcret, tel: 00 34 9 3274 1208
Totem Furniture, tel: 01785 600 300
Above:
TP24, tel: 0844 822 8096
Westminster
Teak’s Marina
Westminster Teak, tel: 01825 764 222
Right: Ruth Lyne
Wood Bros, tel: 01920 469 241
wall hanging
Bottom: Ernest
Menard’s
Horizon
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PREVIEW

Art
of the
matter
Heimtextil promises
bold designs and
colour to make a
statement in the home
Whether it’s textiles, flooring or
wallpaper, Heimtexil (11-14 January,
Frankfurt) is the place to be.
Heading the line-up of debut
collections on the Prestigious Textiles’
stand is Art & Soul, a bold collection of
fabrics and wallcoverings that unleash
the company’s innovative spirit through
the medium of digital printing.
The collection draws on a library of
designs, reproduced across velvets,
canvas and linens for curtains,
upholstery, accessories and wall art,
together with an array of wallcoverings.
Colour and design opportunities are
endless, with enriched palettes, infinite
creative possibilities and grand-scale
pattern repeats enabling fabrics and
wallcoverings to become works of art in
their own right.
Other newcomers include a medley of
ikat themes, smart stripes, soft
damask motifs and
embroidered coordinates in
Berber; a display of life-size
embroidered lilies, graceful
scrolls, deckchair stripes and a
matching plain in Flower Show;
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Art & Soul includes Blenheim in Celadon (wallpaper) and Hampton Court in Jewel (curtains)

an eclectic mélange of heavy chenilles,
sculpted velvets, satins and a diaphanous
3m voile in Salsa; and the In the Picture
book of wallcoverings, where rococostyle mirrors and subtle textures join
barcode stripes and retro-geometrics.
A child’s joy of travel is captured in the
Ideal World collection through its naive
depictions of iconic buildings, animals,
maps and stamps across fabrics and
wallcoverings.
The PT Exclusive portfolio has been
expanded with Explore featuring two
heavily embroidered linens, a glossy
shadow-weave, a 3m braided cross-stripe
and an upholstery-weight plain.
Vorwerk Carpets will debut Scale

Living, by acclaimed architect Hadi
Teherani, after its preview launch at the
Qubique furniture show in Berlin.
Available in three interlocking shapes,
it adheres to smooth floors such as
wood, laminate, ceramic, resins and
polished concrete, allowing homes
complete freedom in how each tile
juxtaposes with another and how the
whole creation works within the interior.
Vorwerk will also unveil more colours
for the Esprit Home Island collection and
additions to the Fascination and
Inspiration collections.
Prestigious Textiles, tel: 01274 688 448
Vorwerk Carpets UK, tel: 020 7096 5090
Visit: http://heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com/

Vorwerk’s Scale Living
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Domotex 14-17 January

PREVIEW
Left: Mohawk will
highlight its green
credentials

Below: Lano’s Opera is
made from 100%
recycled Econyl 100
yarn

Hannover
calling
A look at what can be seen at Domotex
From 14-17 January, the flooring world
will gather in Hannover to see the latest
innovations.
Among the highlights from IVC Group
are product introductions for 2012 as
well as new display concepts. Designed
to support Avenue stockists with striking
displays different from the tombola style
used for cushion flooring, the display will
be available to premium level retailers.
‘Domotex is an ideal opportunity for
us to prove that both Avenue and
Leoline can deliver cushion flooring
that innovates and continues to
deliver excellent value,’ says Francis
Debrabandere, IVC Group commercial
director.
‘We can also use the show as a
platform to trial new concepts and
gauge feedback.’
Lano Carpets will take an
environmental approach to this year’s
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event as it builds upon the philosophy
of its Green Signature, showcasing
products with reduced impact on virgin
petrochemical resources.
It is expanding the Bamboo collection,
made in part from the fast-growing
renewable plant, and introducing Opera,
a Brussels weave carpet made from 100%
recycled Econyl 100 yarn.
‘As part of our Green Signature, we
not only commit to reduce the footprint
of our operations through reduction in
energy consumption and greener energy
sources such as our solar panel
installation, but also to improve the
ingredients within our carpets to make
them less demanding on precious and
non-replenishing resources,’ says Birger
Karlsson, Lano UK and Ireland sales
manager.
‘These new developments in our
portfolio represent a significant step

towards reducing the impact of our
processes and we are looking forward to
telling visitors to this year’s show how
they can add value to their business.’
Made entirely from post industrial and
post consumer recycled polyamide,
Econyl yarn is 100% sustainable without
any loss in performance over virgin
polyamide, he adds.
Lano will also reveal developments in
its Ultimo, Easy Care, Technic and
Landscape concepts, as well as details on
commercial products under the Lano
Flooring Solutions brand.
Mohawk will use the show to
showcase its modular Bending Earth
collection alongside the EverStrand and
SmartStrand residential carpet ranges.
Bending Earth comes in three designs
– Datum, Caliber and Sector –and 11
colourways and will be supplied directly
from UK stock. With UltraSet RC 
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PREVIEW
35% recycled content backing, Bending
Earth is Carpet and Rug Institute Green
Label Plus certified and constructed
from solution-dyed nylon for easy
maintenance and long-term appearance
retention.
Mohawk will also introduce a tonal cut
pile collection to SmartStrand.
‘With the post-consumer recycled
content of EverStrand, the rapidly
renewable content of SmartStrand, and
the partially recycled backing of Bending
Earth, Mohawk’s Domotex stand will
showcase a range of carpets that help to
establish the manufacturer as one of the
leading environmentally focused
suppliers within the UK,’ says Howard
Lindsay, Mohawk UK, Ireland and South
Africa vice president.
IVC, tel: 00 32 5665 3211
Lano, tel: 00800 5266 5266
Mohawk, tel: 01480 479830

IVC’s Avenue Pure

Innovation
information
inspiration
The January show marks the
introduction of a product sector that
will carry the overall theme for that
year’s event – this year it is wood
flooring.
‘Domotex attracts a diverse audience.
Our goal is to address these different
groups of decision-makers in a more
individual way. We begin in 2012 with
the Wood Flooring Summit, which will
The Flooring Design Awards will take place in hall 21
focus on laminate flooring, parquet
The lecture forum will see industry experts discuss the
flooring and other types of wood flooring,’ says Susanne
latest developments in retailing, product design and
Klaproth, Domotex project director.
technology, while the Campus display area will host
‘As the world’s leading floorcoverings trade fair, Domotex
presentations by academic institutions, industry
is the ideal place for the laminate and parquet flooring
associations and research organisations examining current
industry to join forces at an international level and
issues and future trends.
demonstrate the tremendous variety and visual appeal of
As a result of the theme decision, some product
today’s wood flooring products.
categories have moved from the halls they have occupied in
‘We have created the foundation for innovation,
previous years.
information and inspiration and highlighted the entire
Machine-made carpets will be in halls 2, 3, 4 and part of 5
spectrum of laminate and parquet flooring with a highalong with resilient flooring, for example vinyl, which is also
profile and multi-faceted presentation.’
in hall 6. Halls 8 and 9 will host wood and laminate, with
The centrepiece of the Wood Flooring Summit is a
hand-made rugs in halls 19, 20, 21 and 23.
presentation area devoted to Innovation, where exhibitors
Visit: www.domotex.de
will display new products.
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Zanzibar

Banksia

Advertising feature: Jaipur

Parchment

Affordable
luxury for
every home
Jaipur, India’s largest hand-woven rug manufacturer, and Australian carpet designer Jenny
Jones, will introduce their first collection –
Connextion – at Domotex. The exquisite collection features trend-setting, organic earthy
colours and 50 modern designs, such as
Parchment, Zanzibar and Banksia.
Individual tastes and needs have been
combined with a philosophy of connecting
rural artisans in India to the markets of the
world. Connextion has been created for every
room in the home and explores the connection between colour, design, texture and
materials.
This connection is embodied in the final
product, a hand-woven rug that satisfies
clients’ needs by complementing their architectural, interior and furnishing styles.
One rug may be high end, adorning the living area with fine hand-knotting in both wool

and silk. An adjacent room, such as the dining
area, may call for a lower price point rug with
a simple flat weave. All Connextion carpets
maintain the highest level of elegance, quality,
colours and design.
‘The connection between rooms will be
strong due to the same colour story creating a
flow and harmony while walking through the
home. Each area deserves a different price
point and this also will create multiple sales for
the retailer or interior decorator as the colour
stories will link the carpets together,’ says
Jones.
The collection’s name also refers to the link
between the designer creating her design, the
weavers crafting their art and home makers
decorating their living space. Each hand-knotted rug involves at least 40 people – from the
designer to the artisans in the villages – who
complete around 80 processes that can take

as long as 400 days. Every rug in the collection tells the story of its intensive creation.
‘Connextion exists to provide the final users
with “affordable luxury” as we aim at making
luxury art available on the floor to a much
more widespread audience,’ says Yogesh
Chaudhary, Jaipur director.
The collection has been two years in the
making with the majority in affordable qualities
offering sales support previously unavailable to
wholesalers, retailers and interior designers. A
sales package contains a DVD showing the
rugs. Labels will detail which village the rug
was made in, the total number of knots, the
weaving and production time from design to
delivery, and the materials used: wool, silk,
bamboo silk, cotton and linen.
The European launch takes place from
14-17 January 2012, at Domotex on Stand
D16, Hall 20.

JAIPUR contact details
Rohit Paliwal, AGM sales and marketing
E: Jaipur@jaipurrugsco.com
T: 00 91 141 398 7400 / 239 8948
www.jaipurrugsco.com

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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Jolan van der
Weil’s Gravity
stools

It’s the future – but
not as we know it
The next generation of designers will show in Cologne
While IMM Cologne and new sister show
Living Interiors will be the main focus for
visitors, the work of the next generation
of designers will be highlighted at [D3]
Design Talents.
On show will be products made from
materials that have undergone unusual
processing and put together or moulded
in innovative ways. There is a stool like a
fibrous primeval mushroom; a lamp
made from folded concrete and furniture
formed from recycled plastic used like
solid wood.
Visitors to the [D3] Contest exhibition
will look for conventional furniture in
vain. What they see will be interpretations
of familiar objects and experiments with
furniture concepts: industrial warehouse
shelves in the most delicate of veneer
thicknesses and drawers that only reveal
their interior by means of a chainoperated opening mechanism.
There is nothing incidental about any of
the designs, everything has been thought
through down to the last detail and
discourages superficial contemplation.
The designers are not yet established
and are seeking new perspectives and
solutions unfettered by the dictates of
the market. The show provides a
presentation forum and gives visitors the
opportunity to take some surprising ideas
home with them – along with a concise
picture of the creative potential inherent
in the next generation of designers.
Among the designers, Julien Renault’s
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Julien Renault’s recycled plastic

furniture looks as if it’s made from rustic
solid wood but is actually produced from
recycled plastic. At a Belgian company,
he discovered the merits of boards and
blocks made by melting plastic granules
and spraying them into moulds. The
weatherproof planks with a standard
length of 3.6m are generally used for
terraces and outdoor furniture and can
be processed just like solid wood boards.
Renault wanted to expand the range
with furniture that can be used indoors
and out. His robust outdoor collection
consists of a table, bench and chairs, all
of them very low. The archaic-looking
design is meant to bring the user closer
to the ground and thus closer to nature:
the solid plastic furniture can be melted
down and reprocessed ad infinitum.

It’s not the designer but gravity that
determines the final shape of the stools
developed by Jolan van der Weil. He
merely sets the parameters for the
magnetic field in which plastic particles
with metal cores arrange themselves into
an object that you can actually sit on.
Van der Weil, who has just graduated
from Amsterdam’s Gerrit Rietveld
Academy, constructed the machine
consisting of wooden frames and
magnets and chose a malleable plastic for
the manufacturing process he developed.
The final shape assumed by the special
plastic is random, organic and bizarre.
The design makes the invisible visible by
materialising the magnetic fields into a
product.
Visit www.imm-cologne.com
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PREVIEW

CIFF 18-21 March 2012

CIFF highlights
original Chinese
design

March will see CIFF
set new milestones

Breaking records
China International Furniture Fair (CIFF) will set a record for the
show by covering 620,000sqm of exhibition space at
Guangzhou in March. More than 150,000 visitors and 3,000
exhibitors are expected for the two-event show.
CIFF-Home Furniture takes place from 18-21 March with
office and machinery shows CIFF-Office and CIFM Woodworking
Machinery & Furniture Raw Materials running from 27-30 March.
Besides leading furniture enterprises mainly from Chinese
manufacturing bases of Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Sichuan,
Shangdong and Beijing, overseas furniture brands as well as
pavilions from Europe, USA, Asia, and Turkey will take part,
covering 300,000sqm. Alongside sister events Homedecor and
Housewares China 2012, China International Outdoor and
Leisure Fair 2012 will also be highlighted.
CIFF-Office is the only trade fair in Asia to present
comprehensive solutions for office, hospitality and public space
fit-out and design. In 2012 it will hit a record high of
190,000sqm becoming the largest office fair in the world.
CIFM is recognised as the largest and most comprehensive
woodworking machinery and accessories fair in Asia. It is
expected to reach 130,000sqm in 2012, an increase of
20,000sqm.
The show is promoting its message of upgrading from Made
in China to Create in China by highlighting original Chinese
design. The fourth Furniture Design Gallery will offer designers,
studios and institutions a stage for displaying original furniture
designs while to realise the goal of improving China’s work
environment, the event will host the Office Environment Theme
Pavilion.
The event’s six exhibition brands have almost covered the
complete industry chain, from interior to outdoor home living,
from a single item of furniture to the whole set of household
furnishing, from home furniture and accessories to office
furniture and facilities, from manufacturing support to
distribution.
Visit: www.ciff-gz.com/en

www.interiorsmonthly.co.uk
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ACCESSORIES

Instant
facelift
Changing window
dressings is a low cost
way to transform a room
For those consumers reluctant to invest
in a new sofa or carpet to give a room a
fresh look, persuading them to spend a
relatively small amount on new blinds
could prove an easier sell.
Sunway Blinds’ Cafe Couture roller
blind has a 1950’s style pattern while
Luxaflex’s Visia is a roman blind without
stiffeners for a relaxed look, open or
closed. Thanks to its obscured pull, it is
well suited to richly patterned fabrics.
Digetex Home’s extensive collection of
blind designs has recently been
expanded with a Vintage World Map
roller blind.
Meanwhile lifestyle photography has
been commissioned as the centrepiece
of the Sunlover Ready Made Blinds
Collection Book. Featuring not only the
extensive Sunlover collection it
incorporates the latest ideas from Swish
for curtain rails and accessories.
The Collection Book, which will be the
first available for ready made blinds, is
due for release in February 2012.
Digetex Home, tel: 0161 873 8891
Luxaflex, tel: 0161 442 9500
Sunlover/Swish, tel: 01543 271 421
Sunway, tel: 0800 652 7799

Sunway Blinds’ Cafe Couture
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Vintage World Map roller blind by Digetex Home

Sunlover Vertical Stripe blind in black, with Swish Portland stainless steel pole, Swish Bolero tiebacks
and Classic hooks

Luxaflex’s Visia
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Let Lynch
help bring
the good
times back.
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UNCOMPROMISING INTEGRITY. UNPARALLELED RESULTS .
Serving the U.S., Canada and the U.K.
To receive our complete outline, call Gareth Price
+44 (0) 1243 378369 or visit www.LynchSales.co.uk
Copyright 2011 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation
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BEDS AND BEDROOM

Simple style
Bedrooms should be places of calm

From chair to bed: EmmeBi’s Shell bed is
metamorphosed from a chair. The company says
that bed and chair are the same, the difference is in
the user’s position changing from vertical to
horizontal. The backpanel always has the same
function as the rest part and gives great personality
to the product. Along with the Shell bed is the Alado
bedside table with a white or black top contrasting
with the legs in natural beech.
EmmeBi, tel: 00 39 03 6250 2296

Tidy teens: Even teenagers will want to hang their clothes up with
MisuraEmme’s Millimetrica walk-in wardrobe. It has a plethora of options
including wood or glass drawers, or trays on the chests of drawers. And if
you get teenagers involved in designing all the options, it should keep
them quiet for days on end.
MisuraEmme, tel: 00 39 0 3175 4111
Hideaway:
Molteni & C’s
Tea Time bed
avoids clutter
with side
pockets and
pouches in the
headboard –
perfect after
late night
reading or
browsing.
Molteni & C, tel:
00 39 0362 3591
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Mirror image: Livit by Fiam’s Anna is a mirror in the
shape of female figure in 6mm glass. It hangs from
the wall on tubular metal spacers that also allow it
to be used as a clothes stand. It is also available in a
version mounted on the wall without spacers, in full
figure or bust versions.
Livit by Fiam, tel: 00 39 0 7212 0051
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WE PAY CASH FOR FURNITURE
SHOPS AND WAREHOUSES CLEARED

Cash flow problems?
Closing down? Retirement?

WHY NOT SELL THE LOT
Quality reproduction furniture wanted
Bedroom sets, Dining sets, Office
furniture, Sofas and all types of
Mahogany, Walnut and Oak
reproduction hardwood furniture
bought for cash
Top prices paid for quality goods
Shops and warehouses cleared
UK and Ireland
Containers/part containers purchased
Tel: 07803584567 (John)
Discretion assured
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Quality furniture
from a rich resource
Bosnia and Herzegovina has a long tradition of furniture production
Bosnia and Herzegovina has a centuries-long tradition of
using wood in furniture production while modern and highly
professional management of rich national forest resources
dates back to the second half of the 19th century.
Forests cover about 104,000 sq miles (more than twice the
size of England) or over 50% of the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, representing one of the most important
resources of present and future economic development. The
forests have the potential to sustainably provide millions of
cubic metres of timber every year and are globally renowned
for their extraordinary beauty and timber quality.
Furniture production is one of the most important and
most developed industry sectors with good potential for
growth and is one of the country’s premier export products.
Special awards to four Bosnia and Herzegovina products at
IMM 2011 Cologne are evidence of the quality.
The Bosnia and Herzegovina forest-based sector comprises
of forestry, primary wood processing and value-added

Helping hand
for companies
Nenad Zarubica represents the companies involved in this
project in the UK through his company Woodline Marketing. He
acts as an agent but also runs the new Bosnian furniture
showroom that occupies the first floor of Signs Furniture’s
Romford, Essex store.
Born and educated in Bosnia, Zarubica has lived in the UK
since 1992. His career in the furniture industry began in 1987 as
export manager for one of the largest furniture manufacturers
in the former Yugoslavia, and he has represented Bosnian
furniture manufacturers in the UK for 15 years.
His work here includes both acting as an agent for Bosnian
Supported by
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production that includes furniture, construction joinery,
flooring and wall panels. This sector employs about 20,000
people.
Given that it is export-oriented and depends little on
imports, the timber industry has a significant place in Bosnia
and Herzegovina’s gross domestic product, employment and
foreign trade.
The sector accounts for about 10% of the country’s GDP,
while more than 60% of wood sector production is exported,
mostly to European Union countries.
Timber industry production is based on high quality timber
from beech and oak forests, precious fruit-trees and
coniferous forests producing soft wood species of fir, spruce
and pine.
The abundance of high-quality forests, geographic
position, competitive workforce costs and raw materials,
combined with a tradition of manual and modern technology
production, make this sector attractive for investment.

The showroom occupies the first floor of the Romford, Essex store

furniture manufacturers and also importing furniture from
Bosnia along with helping the factories to develop models and
ranges suitable for the UK market in terms of design, finish,
packaging and other aspects to help them to meet the
requirements of the UK market.

WOODLINE MARKETING

• Email: woodlinemarketing@gmail.com
• Tel: 01708 677 227
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Standard uses a combination of solid
wood, veneers and metal for its furniture

Traditional specialist
Standard specialises in veneered furniture and furniture made
from a combination of materials such as veneered panels/solid
wood or veneered panels/metal and foil in all colours. The main
products include dining tables, coffee tables, bookshelves,
sideboards, media units and chests of drawers.
Founded in 1943, Standard has a long tradition in furniture
production. In 2004, the Swiss company Daccomet became the
majority shareholder buying 84.5% of the company. Since then
more than £4.3m has been invested in modern machinery
including edge-bonding lines, UV lines, CNCs and veneer
gluing, additional buildings and employee training.
Since 2000, Standard has been cooperating closely with its

client Ikea, also undertaking production development for the
chain.
In the past 10 years, Standard’s output and turnover have
increased at a double-digit yearly growth rate.

STANDARD
Prnjavor
• Location:
Employees:
320
• Website: www.standard-prnjavor.com
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227
•

Supported by
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Meeting
customers’
needs

Aurora

Part of Fis System which has more than 2,400 employees,
Fis-Ambyenta can produce 6,000 tables and 25,000 chairs a
month at its modern manufacturing premises, which operates
to the ISO 9001: 2008 standard.
It uses solid wood (85% Bosnian beech, 10% fir, 5% oak) to
produce dining room chairs and tables, beds and interior doors.
The company also produces kitchen furniture, bedroom
furniture, bathroom units and living room furniture using
European Union produced melamine, chipboard and MDF.
In addition to the products from batch production, FisAmbyenta offers custom-made products for homes and offices.
It says its advantages are using high quality raw materials,
contemporary production techniques, adaptability to
demanding markets and end buyers, flexibility of capacity and
favourable price/quality ratio.
The company has 14 retail showrooms across the country and
also exports to Italy, Slovenia, Austria, Croatia, Serbia and
Montenegro.

FIS – AMBYENTA
Vitez
• Location:
Employees: 442
• Website:
www.ambyenta.com
•
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227
Supported by
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Lejla
Regal
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Boston

´
ECO
Sarajevo
• Location:
Employees: 25
• Website:
www.inside.ba
•
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227

Barcelona

Designs on
interior spaces
Eco
´ specialises in the production of high-quality, modern and
functional upholstered and veneered furniture, as well as in
interior decoration where it strives to follow the latest advances
in production technology, materials and design.
Its products are marketed under the Inside by Eco
´ brand.
The company’s furniture is known for its high-level aesthetics
and design, top quality, maximum functionality and, of course,
comfort.
Eco
´ has a design studio where renowned architects and

Bugatti

designers are responsible for furniture designs and interior
decoration.
Its operations and products are certified in line with the
requirements of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
The company’s main product groups are: veneered furniture,
kitchen furniture, bedroom and children’s bedroom furniture,
sideboards, upholstery and beds.
Its main markets are Germany, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
South East Europe.

Supported by
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

ECONOMIC-FRAMINI
Vitez
• Location:
Employees:
300
• Website: www.economic.ba
•
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227

Economic-Framini’s products include bathroom
furniture, wardrobes and office furniture

Value,
functional
and modern
Economic-Framini markets its furniture under the Framini brand
with the pledge of offering value for money, a promise it has
been able to keep for a number of years in markets including
France, the Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland.
The company specialises in the production of top-quality
modern and functional veneered furniture and interior
decoration and keeps up with the latest achievements in
production technology, materials and design.
It has state of the art CNC machines for wood processing,
Supported by
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as well as a Burkle press for foil-coating of MDF board.
Economic-Framini cooperates with Dutch designers to develop
models for export. All the key components are purchased from
European producers such as Egger, Wodego and Blum.
Efficient performance, quality and care for the environment
are proved by adherence to ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 standards
and Euroinspekt certification. Economic’s main product lines are
veneered furniture, bathroom, kitchen and office furniture plus
wardrobes and sideboards.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Export expert
Sconto-prom was established in 1998 in Prijedor and from the
beginning it has been a fully export-oriented company.
Since its inception, the company has supplied Ikea and has a
number of successful business partners in the UK, France, Italy
and Slovenia.
The most significant development by Sconto-prom is
launching its own design and furniture production facility as
well as establishing its Urban subsidiary which produces solid
wood furniture and sells the entire range of products.
Sconto-prom has set up a certified ISO 9001 quality
management system in addition to which, as an Ikea supplier, it
adopted the internal standards of the company including I-way,
Q-way and 4-SIP.
Main product groups are: solid wood furniture, kitchen
furniture, dining room sets and tables, chairs, beds, sideboards,
wardrobes, children’s beds, veneered furniture, office furniture,
retail and catering furniture and upholstery.

Jan

SCONTO-PROM AND URBAN
Prijedor
• Location:
Employees:
500
• Website: www.sconto-prom.com
and
• www.urban.ba
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227

Romana

Puff

Luxor

Tea

Supported by
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

STIL
Cazin
• Location:
Employees:
10
• Website: www.stilcazin.com.ba
•
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227

Baroque
grandeur
The founder’s hobby developed into Stil in 1997 and through
persistence and dedication the company has grown into a
recognised specialist in baroque furniture.
The main characteristic of the company’s products is handcrafted wood carving, inlaying and moulding that ensures the
authenticity of design.
Designs are inspired by natural motifs that are carefully and
symmetrically incorporated in the overall design, features and
harmony of each piece of furniture.
Stil’s main product groups are solid wood furniture,
upholstery, wardrobes, sideboards and beds.
Supported by
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Stil specialises in baroque designs
and products include upholstery
and solid wood furniture
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

State of the art production
Nova Di Vrbas’s most notable collection is the biedermeier
styled Jelena, which is characterised by a sophisticated
composition of straight and gently curved lines, radiating
elegance and a sense of everlasting classics.
Germany, Austria and South East Europe are the company’s
largest export markets.
The state of the art production line for manufacturing and
processing of finger joint boards and solid wood, full strip edge,
glued panels enabled the launch of contemporary furniture for

the European market and meet the needs of the most
demanding clients.
Nova Di Vrbas’s production facilities comprise a solid furniture
factory, veneered furniture factory, upholstery factory, primary
processing facility and upholsterer’s workshop and interior
design facility.
Its main products are baroque furniture, dining room and
bedroom furniture, sideboards, display cabinets, modular wall
units, corner sofas and office furniture.

NOVA DI VRBAS
Banja Luka
• Location:
Employees:
500
• Website: www.nova-di-vrbas.ba
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227
•

Jelena is Nova Di Vrbas’s most notable collection

Jelena in baroque

Supported by
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

IZAZOV
Kalesija
• Location:
Employees: 50
• Website:
www.izazov.ba
•
contact tel:
• UK
01708 677 227

Izazov aims to eliminate any adverse environmental impact from its production processes

Green manufacturing routes
Izazov was established in 1996 and in addition to the
production lines for veneered, solid wood and upholstered
furniture, the company also has a sawmill and a drying kiln
which contributes to providing high quality materials.
Environment-friendly vegetable oils are used in the final
processing as well as other agents prepared organically, thus
almost eliminating the adverse environmental impact.
Supported by
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The company also has its own transport fleet for delivering
materials and products to customers.
Its main product groups are solid wood furniture, dining
room furniture, beds, sideboards, bedroom furniture, kitchen
furniture, children’s furniture and upholstery.
Izazov also provides furniture for hotels, catering facilities and
office buildings.
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BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Brand for home and abroad
Nova Forma carries on the tradition of the prominent
conglomerate Krivaja, dating back to the 19th century. In 1997,
the company integrated its business system and developed its
brand which is successfully operating within the country and
internationally under the name Nova Forma.
A large part of the production programme is intended for
exports while the remaining furniture lines are sold through the

company’s retail stores located in all the major cities in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
As well as the UK, the company exports to France, Germany
and South East Europe.
It uses the latest technology to produce kitchen furniture,
dining room furniture, chairs, beds, sideboards, bedroom
furniture, office furniture and upholstery.

NOVA FORMA
Samac
• Location:
Employees: 400
• Website:
www.novaforma-furniture.com
•
• UK contact tel: 01708 677 227

Nova Forma produces
furniture for export and for
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Clockwise from top left:
Gamma; Regal; Windsor;
Alfa

Supported by
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ENTERTAINMENT

SUDOKO

CROSSWORD

Difficult 1

Difficult 2

Difficult 3
Answers can be found on p86
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ACROSS

DOWN

1 From
5 Joins
10 Twist
14 Office note
15 Ration out
16 Mixed bag
17 Catchall abbr.
18 Position
19 Edges
20 Small crustacean
22 Jawless fish
24 Exclamation of relief
25 Effrontery
26 Dearth
30 Baffled
35 Unit of electrical resistance
36 Knock vigorously
37 Cuban dance
38 Tiny plant part
41 Fill up
43 Els with tees
44 Pass away, perish
45 Shelter
46 Israeli desert
47 Entitled to reverence
50 Scottish Gaelic
53 ___ little teapot...
54 Existing power structure
58 Water channel
62 Go downhill fast?
63 Water wheel
66 Mower brand
67 Roll call response
68 Split
69 Spoils
70 Tibetan oxen
71 ‘Siddhartha’ author
72 If not

1 Iowa city
2 Third son of Adam
3 General Bradley
4 Pertaining to leaves
5 Blue gem
6 Building add on
7 In the manner of
8 Variety of coffee
9 Take the wrong way?
10 Carnivorous mammal
11 Et ____ (and other men)
12 Tears
13 Ritzy
21 Family name prefix
23 Stare angrily
25 Swindle
26 Philosopher Kierkegaard
27 Task
28 Encompassed about
29 Make lace
31 Wine cask
32 Look happy
33 Barnaby Jones star
34 Oohed and ___
39 No win situation
40 Crowbar
41 Filled pastry crust
42 Reduce to a fine powder
44 Rapping Dr
48 Large flightless bird
49 Child’s toy
51 Cattle spot
52 Fur scarf
54 Pallid
55 This can be guilty or not guilty
56 Enliven
57 Summer coolers
59 Implement
60 Son of Aphrodite
61 Routine
64 Hi___ monitor
65 Conditions
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FINAL POLISH
Beauty sleep
Perhaps bed stores should have beauty
counters, because according to the
results of a Sleep Council survey, some
10% of women feel so tired it affects
their appearance.
More than nine out of 10 (94%)
women agreed the best tonic to
looking and/or feeling better was a
good night’s sleep, yet only just over
half (55%) take to their beds for a lie-in
or early night. Almost a third (29%) try

to soldier on and mask the signs of
fatigue with make-up, and spending
significant sums each month doing so.
The research also revealed that
29% of women feel lack of sleep
affects their looks on up to four days a
week, so perhaps it’s no surprise 42%
would not be seen in public without
wearing make-up. Typically they
spend between £11 and £30 a month
on cosmetics, skin care products
and facials, with some prepared to

pay up to £100 a month or more.
Nearly one in four (24%) respondents
rely on caffeine and energy drinks for a
boost to look less tired while a third
(33%) admitted they had been so
shattered in the morning it had made
them late for work.
More than one in 10 of those
questioned (12%) had fallen asleep at
work while one in six (15%) felt so worn
out they went back to bed and skipped
work or the school run/work altogether.

On the right path

Shirleen
McCullough,
who has worked
on the finishing
line at Ulster
Carpets for over
26 years
inspecting one
of the carpets
for Avebury
Manor along
with presenter
Penelope Keith

The Furnishing Industry Trust has helped set a homeless
student on the path to a career in cabinet making.
Tom Smith has worked on-and-off in the industry since he
was 15. He wanted to progress his career and recently enrolled
on a furniture-making course at Warwickshire College.
His employer for some of the past three years – Steven
James Kitchens based near Stratford upon Avon – offered to
pay his college fees and provided Tom with a room for £20 a
week. Tom earns £40 for two days work per week, but with
fares and living expenses he has struggled to get by. After
applying to FIT for financial support, he was granted £630 to
cover 25 weeks of rent and one term’s bus fare.
‘I’m really excited about training to be a cabinet maker but my
personal circumstances have made it hard. I’m extremely grateful
to both my employer and FIT for giving me this opportunity to
focus on my education and development,’ says Smith.

Carpet reborn
Ulster Carpets has helped breathe new life into Avebury Manor,
Wiltshire as part of the BBC series The Manor Reborn which will
see teams of experts, historians and volunteers working
together to restore the beautiful but empty 500 year-old Grade
I listed manor house to its former glory.
Rooms have been restored to reflect four different styles:
Tudor, Georgian, Victorian and 20th century.
Ulster has worked with the Russell Sage Studio, London, to
design and manufacture carpet for two of the rooms in a style
that would have been true to the era being recreated.
The first takes the story of the Governor of Jamaica, Adam
Williamson, Lord of the Manor in the late 18th century while the
second focuses on the art deco period of the 1930s when
Alexander Keiller, the ‘marmalade millionaire’ leased the
property.

Fine vintage: Tim Hudson, Frank Hudson director, celebrates the firm’s
Vintage Week which saw local firms display their products at its High
Wycombe showroom along with talks and furniture-making
demonstrations.

Entertainment answers
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THREE OF A KIND
Chelsea

Our latest new range reflects
market trends and we are
pleased to announce the
launch of a new capsule
range of ‘good, better, best’
with the Chelsea, Kensington
and Mayfair.
Designed to offer optimum
comfort and ease of use,
each model affords a superb
sit, and a neat Scandinavian
clicker for a smooth, easy
recline action.

Kensington

We are launching this range at
the Interiors Show 2012 at the
NEC in January and we are
offering a spectacular package
deal on these three models.
Come and visit us at the
show on stand E68, Hall 5.

Mayfair

Global Furniture Alliance Ltd
Unit 2
Severn Link Distribution Centre
Newhouse Farm Industrial Estate
Chepstow
Monmouthshire
NP16 6UN
Tel: 01291 645080
Fax: 01291 645099

